HOW TO REACH THE MOUNTAIN

BY CAR
Follow the A2 and take the Engelberg exit. Continue along the A29 dual road to Engelberg. You can park your car at the car park at the TITLIS valley station.

BY TRAIN
The «Zentralbahn» railway transports you from Lucerne to Engelberg in just 45 minutes. From here, it’s a 10-minute walk or a 3-minute bus ride to the cable car valley station.

UP THE MOUNTAIN
The 8-seater cable cars whisk you comfortably from Engelberg directly to Stand station. You can then take the TITLIS ROTAIR, the world’s first revolving cable car, to the summit station at 3,020 metres above sea level. The ride from Engelberg to TITLIS takes just 30 minutes.

TITLIS ADVENTURE PARK
If you’ve ever dreamed of being a stuntman, then TITLIS Adventure Park is the place to be. At Trübsee cable car station, you can try out activities such as the BagJump Tower, Trampoline2Bag and slackline.

SCOOTER BIKE
Jump on a scooter and whiz down the mountain from Gerschnialp or Untertrübsee to the valley station.

SUMMER FUN
HIKING
An extensive network of hiking trails and lots of different routes await, offering anything from a leisurely stroll to a challenging hike. The 4-Lake Hike takes you from Trübsee station on TITLIS via Jochpass to Melchsee-Frutt, and is something of an insider tip.

MOUNTAIN BIKING
Whether you’re looking for a sporting thrill on a singletrack, a leisurely ride with the family or simply want to free-wheel down - hill, TITLIS is a haven for mountain bike enthusiasts.

TRÜBSEE PLAY AREA
Discover the exciting adventure playground and adventure trail around Trübsee lake.

ROWING
There are a number of rowing boats for hire at Trübsee. Take the oars and row with gusto or simply enjoy a leisurely paddle across the lake.

HIGH-FLYING ADVENTURES ON TITLIS
ZIPLINE
Buckle up and take to the air – attached to a secure steel cable, you can fly 500 metres down the zipline from Trübsee Alpine Lodge to the play area by the lake. Zipline fun is guaranteed in winter, too.

TRÜBSEE SNOW PARK
Let off some steam in the snow park at Trübsee Alpine Lodge. Grab a snowtube, minibob or balancer and whiz down the piste, whipping up plenty of snow as you go.

WINTER FUN
HIKING
SNOWSHOE TRAILS AND WINTER WALKING
Strap on your snowshoes and make tracks through the glistening powder snow. Numerous trails await around Gerschnialp and Trübsee. Our network of winter walking trails spans some 50 kilometres, crossing mountains and valleys. Explore the magical winter landscape on TITLIS.

SNOWXPARK
Turn the throttle and race through the snow with your friends. Who will take the lead? At the Trübsee race course, you can take the bends at high speed, while the electric motors ensure that noise is kept to a minimum.

TOBOGANNING
Covering a distance of 3,500 metres and an altitude of 250 metres, our toboggan run is sure to set pulses racing. You and your fellow tobogganers are in for an exhilarating ride as you whiz through the snow-covered forests all the way down from Gerschnialp to Engelberg.
SPECTACULAR TRIP TO THE IMPRESSIVE GLACIER WORLD ON TITLIS

Come and visit our year-round winter wonderland. TITLIS is the jewel in Central Switzerland’s crown and the only publicly accessible glacier in the area. Cast your gaze over the surrounding mountains and valleys, and enjoy the stunning panoramic views.

TITLIS CLIFF WALK

This experience will take your breath away. Do you have nerves of steel? At 3,041 metres above sea level, the walk over the abyss is sure to set your pulse racing. You will need to place your full trust in the narrow suspension bridge as you embark on the 150 heart-pounding steps and embrace the dizzying heights.

Bravo! On reaching the Ice Flyer, you will find yourself on firm ground once more. If the TITLIS Cliff Walk leaves you feeling inspired, take a walk to the vantage point at Stotzig Egg and admire the view.

TITLIS PHOTO STUDIO

Have your photo taken in traditional Swiss costume against the majestic backdrop of Mount TITLIS. The traditional garments are made to fit easily over your everyday attire. You will even be provided with the appropriate accessories, such as a Swiss accordion or other traditional instrument. Your nostalgic photo will be ready in a matter of minutes.

TITLIS CHOCOLATE SHOP

Immerse yourself in the sweet world of chocolate. Choose your favourite from over 300 sublimely delicious varieties – simply heavenly.

GLACIER CAVE

At the frosty heart of the TITLIS glacier, a magical world of ice awaits. The cave's 150-metre-long walkway descends 20 metres below the surface of the glacier.

TITLIS SUMMIT STATION

The world’s first fully revolving cable car transports you comfortably to the TITLIS summit station. The views are simply stunning.

TITLIS XPRESS

Our 8-seater cable cars whisk you directly to the glacier world on TITLIS. Simply hop on at the TITLIS valley station in Engelberg and enjoy the comfy ride to Trübsee or on to Stand, without having to change.

TITLIS RESTAURANTS

If the weather draws in and your stomach starts to rumble, why not indulge in a little sweet or savoury treat! The mountain is home to a whole host of restaurants and food outlets – from the valley station to over 3,000 metres above sea level. If you're not already familiar with the traditional ski hut at Stand or Trübsee Alpine Lodge, come and pay us a visit.

TITLIS SUMMIT "ROTAIR"

Don’t miss out on a ride in the world’s first revolving cable car! The TITLIS ROTAIR transports you from the middle station at Stand up to 3,020 metres above sea level. The cable car rotates 360 degrees during the five-minute trip, treating you to spectacular panoramic views of rock faces, crevasses and mountain peaks.

TITLIS ZIP LINE

This new experience allows you to fly between two points at a speed of over 100 kilometres per hour. The cable car transports you to the starting platform at Stand. From the starting platform, you will make your way down to the base station at Trübsee. The cable car then transports you back up to the starting platform at Stand. The zip line is the ultimate adrenaline rush.
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TITLIS GLACIER PARK

All kinds of fun snow activities await you up on the glacier in summer. Whether you prefer the balancer, snake gliss or minibob, high-speed fun in the snow is guaranteed. Something for everyone no matter what your age! The fan and snow activity area has something for everyone, whether you’re looking for a leisurely stroll or an adrenaline rush.
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